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Articles should be written in English and formatted as MSWord or LaTeX. Please submit papers directly
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(The Scholar One system produces a PDF file of each submission for editorial and review purposes.)

Blind Peer Review
Information about the authors should be written into a separate file (Title Page). No explicit selfreferences are allowed in the submitted article, which must be prepared for blind peer review.

Length
A contribution including references and notes should normally be within the limits of 20 pages or
8,000 words. Longer contributions may be considered, but additional length must be earned by the
calibre and merits of the submission.

Abstract and Keywords
All articles should contain an abstract and keywords for indexing in English. Abstracts should be 100
to 150 words. UK, US or Canadian style and punctuation may be used, provided it is used consistently
throughout the text.

Quotation: General Remarks
Quotation or citation with pagination should be indicated in the text using original year of publication
as follows: (Carnap 1962, 15), or: Carnap (1962, 15). If a cited work is divided (originally, by its author)
into numbered sections (§, §§), citation by § number (e.g.: §3) is permissible and encouraged. If a later
edition or a translation of an earlier work is (also) used, this information is to be provided in the
concluding section of References. (Contributors are expected to cite works in their original
language(s), especially works in critical editions, though quotations may be in English translation.
Quotations in their original language should have an English translation provided in a footnote to the
quotation.)

Quotation: Classical Sources
If there are established conventions for citing well-known works these should be used; e.g., Stephanus
pagination (plus letters) for Plato’s works, Bekker page + line numbers for Aristotle’s works, or the
two editions of Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason, cited as ‘A’ and ‘B’. Titles of frequently cited major
works may be abbreviated; e.g., Hume’s Treatise of Human Nature as ‘T’; Kant’s first Critique as ‘KdrV’.
Citations by methods other than AUTHOR (YEAR, PAGE/SECTION) should be explained in footnote to
their first occurrence in the article.
Classic works with an original taxonomy of sections and sub-sections, such as Locke’s Essay

Concerning Human Understanding or Hume’s Treatise of Human Nature, which are divided into (e.g.)
Books, Parts, §§ or sub-§§, may be cited by the more recently established ‘universal’ reference
method, by which a specific passage is cited by its paragraph number within the smallest subdivision
made by the original author. Using this system, e.g., ‘Hume T 1.4.2.2’ designates Book I, Part IV, §2,
paragraph 2 of Hume’s Treatise. Such references hold for any reliable edition or translation globally.

Footnotes
Footnotes are to be used rather than endnotes. Do not make excessive and unnecessary use of
footnotes.

References: General Remarks
References are given at the end of the article including all relevant bibliographical information.
Sample references are provided below. For purposes of original submission and editorial review, it
suffices that the submission use one consistent, standard style and format throughout. As part of the
publication process, it is expected and required that the authors edit the manuscript to conform with
the samples below before acceptance.
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